Mil	LITERARY COMPANION
Celebrations    1967    C
Here as m Busier the nmel centres upon the
antagonistic relationships between two brothers
their brutal father and his nu^res^
The novel s setting moves erratically between
the Arctic and a typical suburban industrial estate
Ihe tuning of its action fluctuates in a tunilarh
irregular way between the early part of this
century and the present
Williams the father is the head of a factors /
state His sons work there and when the vounger
wishes to leave Williams contrives his death The
older son plays a waiting game eventuallj wins
the hand of his father s mistress and usurps nib
position
The parts of this surrealistic no\ el evokraj, life
in the factory have a nightmare analitv Ihf
intervening parodies of &tate funerals and
weddings are bitingly satiric
CONTEMPORARY NOVEL
The 1 ey to its significance seems to he in the
sentence Surely man as such puts tremendous
effort into moving through space and time The
struggling central consciousness of the boot
belongs to Laurence/Larry/Lazarus who at first
hovers between hie and death later between
consciousness and unconsciousness then between
a continued withdrawal from everyday life and
returning to it An underlying theme is mans
effort to distinguish between reality and illusion
honesty and self deception truth and falsity
The novel s imagery is drawn f-om the world of
o&trophysics in which Laurence -worked and also
owes something to popular science fiction
Xeiveen,    1969
The Ijncal and often very amusing Betneen
expresses a sense of suspended animation and loss
of identity in a world devoid of significance as
experienced by a woman interpreter Of mixed
nationality neither married nor unmarried
neither young nor old she moves from one
meaningless International conference to another in
indistinguishable planes stays at Indisfcinguish
able hotels meets indistinguishable people
speaking a confu. ed Babel of languages as she
doe1? herself
The weakness of Between is that it exposes
rather than explores a state of mind and such
expression can be more powerfully and economic
ally conveyed in verse than prose
Alan Euros (b c 1935)
Burns is regarded by some critics as among the
avant garde of contemporary Engh<sh novelists and
his work has been highly praised by Angus Wilson
a writer in a much more traditional vein How
ever Burns*s vision of the brutality hypocrisy
and futile materialism of modern life seems to find
successful expression only in the early nomeUe
Buster and in Celebrations Both draw upon Bis
traumatic adolescent experience of the deaths of
his mother and brother
Burns s first book was conceived as a series of
snapshots after he had noticed a photograph m a
Chancery Lane window He now writes m two
stages cutting up his draft manuscripts into
hundreds of slips of paper and shuffhng them so as
to achieve new random associations between their
words and images This cut up technique if
technique it can he called seems to have been
devised by the popular American novelist William
Burroughs
Smter    1961    0
Published In Calder s New Writers I and later
filmed this short Impressionistic tale is more
easily followed than Burns s later novels and
throws helpful light upon GelebraMons (gv )
Its protagonist Buster early wins the approval
of his conventional father who designates film as a
future Lord Chief Justice while rejecting his older
son -who has repudiated his values Buster how
ever admires his brother Later he too rebels
against their father and deliberately fails his law
exams When, in consequence he is also rejected
he bursts into the family home and unexpectedly
fulnhng his father s prediction wreaks justice
upon Helen the older mans beautiful spiteful
mistress
Europe After the Sain    1966    C
This novel was inspired by Max Ernst s painting
Europe After the Havn, depicting a devastated
urban landscape Inconsequential and dream
like the action opens with Its narrator, accom
panled by a girl, crossing a river Into a devastated
region which Is under martial law The gW Is
searching for her father whom from time to time,
she finds Her quest merges with the narrator's
intermittently successful search for her The
novel ends with Ms return across the river alone
butsatlsfled
 Babel    1969
Unlike Burns s previous novels this lacks e\ en a
skeletal narrative Most of the book is written in
short passages of rhythmic prose but the rhythms
are monotonous and numb one s response to the
sense of the words Bach passage opens with a
headline quotation. Sometimes this headline
stands alone but usually it is followed by a brief
meditation or comment References ore made to
over two hundred people alive and dead Including
many prominent in various walks of public life
Ihe overall result is confusion and bewilderment
admittedly an appropriate image of Babel but
aesthetically and imaginatively unrewarding One
feelB that Burns might have expressed this dis
enchanted vision more successfully had he sub
mltted it to the discipline of verse
Ivy Compton Burnett (1884-1989)
Miss Compton Burnett was a liighly conscious
artist who knew her limits and never exceeded
them Apart from an early rejected work she
published eighteen novels the first Pastors and
Masters in 1925 the last The Mightv and Th&r
Fall in 1&63 Her nineteenth novel The Last
and the First was published posthumously in
1971 Written mainly in dialogue each of b»r
books deals with the claustrophobic life of a well
to do middle class household at the turn of the
century Hiss Compton Burnett s themes are
those of Gredv tragedy ner formal decorous
language is reminiscent of Jane <Vnsten The
combination can be disconcerting
Lawrence Durrell (b 1918)
Durrell s shorter novels are Tlie. BlacJ Bool
WInte Eagles Over BerTna and The Dark Laby
rinCh His longer baroque fantasies have had a
mixed reception Their most appreciative critic
is G S Eraser
The Alexandria Quartet—Justine 1956   Baltha
ear 1958 Movntotvoe 1958 Clea 1960 (all I1)
Some find the Quartet a most enjoyable novel
for others ifc is all but unreadable
Its form saya Durrell is based on the relativity
proposition the first three volumes which irlve
differing aspects and views of the characters lives
and motives, having a spatial relatlonsnip the
fourth which continues the narrative more or less
chronologically representing time. The novels
construction thus resembles that of Faulkner's
TAe Sound and the Fury, and has much in. common
too with, works like Gary's Gulley Jfcnpson trilogy
Durrell s apparent theme is erotic love but his
underlying interest is the relationship between art
and life He suggests life Is significant only when
interpreted by art This attitude, rather than the
form of bis -work, differentiates it from novels uSe
Faulkner's and Gary's

